This paper shows the results of modeling fractal heat sink structures by means of using a formal grammar implementing an L-System. This approach uses a simple L-System with 3 variables and 3 replacement rules, restricting the rotation angle to 90°. A total of 10 heat sink structures were modeled with this method, after that, they were simulated the Finite Element Method (FEM) in order to do temperature measurements and determine their performance. Those simulations used aluminum as material and temperatures from 20 to 100° Celsius. As a result, 6 of the 10 proposed structures showed improvements compared to a reference regular heat sink structure that was modeled as an L-System too. According to a proposed performance index based on the average temperature and the used area of the modeled structure, improvements from 6 to 31% were reached.
Introduction
Almost since the creation of the fractal theory, the different kinds of fractals have been used in a lot of different applications. Specifically, in engineering there are a huge amount of implementations, for instance in antenna design, inspired on Sierpinsky carpet and triangle [1] and Peano fractal [2] , and other ones [3] - [8] . Also, fractals have been used in filter design, especially for wireless communications [9] - [11] and for stretchable electronics [12] . In the area of heat transfer and conduction, the fractal design has been evaluated too [13] , [14] . On the other hand, L-Systems or Lindenmayer systems are one way to represent fractal or self-similar structures, and they are very used due to their simple implementation. L-Systems consist of a drawing system based on a formal grammar and an iterative replacement structure. These system have been used mainly in biology for modeling the plants growing [15] - [17] , but there are several applications on engineering for designing structures [18] - [21] , in areas as diverse as robotics, computer graphics and heat conduction. The main purpose of this work, is to keep exploring the use of L-Systems as design approach for heat sinks, taking advantage of their iterative structure to obtain relative complex structures.
Methodology
A simple L-System was implemented to represent several heat sink structures, which were designed taking as principle, the maximization of the area in contact to air. It was a 2D L-System, that means it was possible to represent only a profile or axial cut of the final 3D structure, in order to simplify the design and the later simulation. After obtaining the 2D heat sink shapes from L-System, they were simulated using the Finite Element Method (FEM) by means of using Matlab® PDE toolbox (Partial Differential Equations), over the same temperature conditions, in order to obtain thermal average measurements to compare the different resultant structures. A total of 11 simulations were done, a reference regular heat sink structure (modeled as an L-System too) and other 10 fractal structures.
L-System
For all the designed structures, for the L-System, a ϴ rotation angle was fixed 90°, in order to obtain only straight-angle shapes, starting from an initial angle of 0° and adding ϴ when a "+" appears or subtracting ϴ when "-". The used L-System use a total of three variables (F, G and H) and three replacement rules. The number of iterations changed between 2 and 4. For instance a regular heat sink structure (in this case a comb-shaped heat sink with 16 teeth), as the one shown in Figure 1a , can be described as follows:
F G H axiom:
-G+F+G-rules: And the first fractal design (shown in Figure 1b ) was described as follows:
F rules: Additionally, the designed L-System normalizes the obtained structures in the x axis, in order to make easy the later comparation between all the obtained designs. With the purpose of making feasible a future real manufacturing of the designs, all of them were restricted to have beams (or teeth) from 0.02 to 0.04, then it was necessary to change the number of iterations in each case to adjust the obtained shape to this restriction. Due to the x axis was normalized, the design has not dimension units, then the restriction of the beams size has not units neither, but it was based on the tooth size of the reference sink head structure (normalized too) as the one shown in Figure 1a .
FEM simulations
After obtaining the heat sink structures by means of using the designed L-System, these were completed as a closed polygon without overlapping lines. Then, the polygons were simulated using FEM, where aluminum where chosen as main material. For each FEM simulation a fine meshing was used, producing around 1200 nodes by structure. For all the simulations, a temperature of 100° Celsius was placed in the bottom surface (line) and a 20° Celsius for the rest. The elliptic heat transfer equation was used with a convective heat transfer coefficient of 1 and a heat conduction coefficient of 205 (aluminum). The results of the simulation of the reference heat sink is shown in the Figure 2 , where an average temperature of 27.3° Celsius was obtained. 
Results
A total of 11 heat sink structures were modeled using L-Systems, one reference standard heat sink numbered as 1, and other 10 fractal ones numbered from 2 to 11. The axiom, rules and number of iterations of the L-System change depending on the desired shape, Table 1 show these features for all the modeled structures. All the L-Systems that generate fractal heat sink structures (2 to 11) share these features:
variables: F G H number of rules: 3 rotation angle ϴ: 90° drawing length: F(1) G(1) H(1)
Additionally, All the generated structures were simulated by means of using FEM, were the average temperature was obtained as well as the used volume of the heat sink (percentage of the surrounding rectangle area in 2D). This last feature is important to optimize the used material in the manufacturing process, also it has a direct relationship with surface area (contour line), that is important to the convective heat transfer to the air. The relationship between the average temperature and the percentage area was taken as performance P value applying the equation 1. 
Where, Tav is the average temperature over all the nodes of the FEM simulation., Text is the reference temperature (20° Celsius) and Ap is the percentage of the used area of the surrounding rectangle of the shape. The results are shown in Table 2 , Figure 3 and Figure 4 . Table 2 associates the results and the structures shown in Figures 3 and 4 . 
Conclusion
It is totally feasible to model heat sink structures using a formal grammar by means on an L-System as the proposed one, using a limited number of variables and replacement rules. Increasing the number of iterations, it is possible to maximize the border of the resultant shape, increasing at the same time the area in contact with the air, but this increase is limited by manufacturing size restrictions. As shown in table 2, 4 of the 10 modeled heat sink structures, did not show any improvement than the standard reference, according with que performance index proposed in the equation 1, but the other 6 improved the standard from 6 to 31%.
Future work
It is wanted to do several 3D 3FEM simulations that take into account the convective heat transfer between the metallic material and the air, in order to compare and/or validate the results presented in this text. A possible improvement of this approach is to modify the original resultant fractal structures, turning them into "thinner" ones in order to reduce the amount of material for the manufacturing process and at the same time increase the surface in contact with the air. Classical fractal curves like Hilbert curve will maximize the area in contact to the air for this kind of application, so it is possible to explore that curves with a limited amount of iterations.
